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CHAPT3F( I
THE PROBLEI.I
The problem with which this thesis is con-
cerned is the validation of a non-ver" " " • •'^e
test in general science which was constructed by
Dr. John Gaimnons Read and submitted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
of Doctor of Education at Boston University,
The test attempts "to measure the ability
to recognize snd classify some objects and sit-
uations associated with the physical-science
environment, using the matching of xjhotographs
to ol an individual's score. The test con-
sists of a box v;ith a place for cue-pictures, in
groups of four; bins beneath each of four pictures
and movable single photographs ( item-x^ictures
)
of vjhich is to be dropped into the bin which the
subject thinks is the best placing for it.
Science areas selected are:--
Practice: farm, factory, construction, retai
store
1, uses of electricity
2, tools and applications of formal science
1
3, molecular ph^'-sics
4, electronics
5. chemistry
6. mechanics." ^
There is a definite need for valid tests that go
beyond mere subject natter, testing to -hat degree the
students go beyond the basic subject material in their
thinldLng and learning, I.iost tests which have been con-
structed in general science merely as^c for the recall
of factual data aad simply determine hov/ much scien-
tific infori.iation the pupil has retained. This test
attempts to show v;hether or not the pupil pply
scientific principles.
There is a need for valid tests in science which
do not handicap students with reading difficulties,
who may have the ability to solve problems if they
understood the problem reading it. Pictoral
situations are more meaningful to most students than
•
" A"'y depicted situations.
The reliability and validity?- of a test of this
nature should be investigated and developed.
1 Read, John Gaxnmons. "Measuring With a Hon-Verbal
Picture Test,..", Doctorate Thesis , Boston University,
1946, p. 1
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Validation criterion . Th.e devices to "be used in
the validation of the non-verbal picture test are the
Kuder Preference Record, Form BB, ^ the Cooperative
General Science Test, Poriii P, ^ the Teman Group Test
of I.'ental Ahility, Grades 7-1?, and the teacher's
marks in 1 science;
All the tests v/ill be given during the same per-
iod, that is, each test ¥/ill he given Mthin a week
?/henever possible.
The test ?/as previously investigated by Read in
twelve different secondary schools in seven different
communities using 289 urban and : \ pupils,
Thie vi^riter examined 14-3 pupils who had just
completed a course of study in general scienc ^ ving
the same teacher and using the same textbook.
Assumptions . The elementar;;" schools of Peabody,
Massachusetts are not giving specialized science trai
ing which may affect the results of formal testing.
1 xluder, G. t'rederic. Preference Record, Forrii EE
,
Science Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois, 1942
2 Underhill, 0. S. and S. R. Powers. Cooperative
General Scienc e Te st, Form P , Ainerican Council of
Education, Cooperative Test Service, New York, 1939
^
; :?man, Lev/is M.* Term.an Group Test of Ivlental
ty. Form A
,
G rades 7-^12 , V/orld Book Company,
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
il
s
4The courses of study are alike as to content
and raethod of instruction as all the pupils tested
used the sariie basic textbooV and had the s?ne instructor.
Review of the literature . A carefn.l review of all
the general science achievement tests which are on file
in the librar3^ at the Boston University School of Edu-
cation revealed that laost tests are of a factual nati?re.
For the most part, the questions v/ere constructed to give
the recall and recognition type of response, Th.ere are
very fev; questions which ask for interpretation and the
evaluation of data and practically none call for the
application of scientific principles. Of coarse, the
latter type of questioning is the most difficult to
construct, answer, and correct but still thip. type of
questioning calls for the greatest amount of creative
thinking on the part of the pupil and hence, it is the
most desirable,
Tlie more popular general science achievement tests
were made up for the most part of multiple-choice and
true-false type of questions. There were some match-
ing questions, a fev; problems, and there v/ere evidences
of diagrams and sketches which the testee must recog-
nize .
There were no tests in the files which were not of

5the pencil-and-paper type. The Read Ndn-Vsrb ^ ~' • ' -
Test does av/ay completely vjith the use of the pencil
except for the v/ritinj; of the nsj:^^ the pupil, his
sind any other data concerning the testee.
Read states that "some of the factors v/hich may
tend to contaminate the results of the test are partial-
ly or v;holly el.' " - - -. - choice of '
"-o^^ of the
test. As there are no words used, all language and
reading difficulties are nullified; directions for tak-
ing the test may he given in pantomine, V;ithin of
the six parts of the test the pupil has complete freedom
in the mald.ng of changes in the placement of items un-
til he is satisfied that they re_ est Judg-
ment; there is not even the psychological barrier of
erasing a mark made to indicate a choice. After all
items are placed, each of the four bins nay be searched
to see if all items have cornraon attributes; changes
age.
.7 be made v/ithout penalty. Except where motor
difficulties are peculiar to some individual, there are
no motor skills involved and there is no time limit to
accentuate small v skills. Th ib-
ulary-difficulty has _ eliminated. Pupils in a
1 J. G. Read, op. cit,, pp. 2-3

verbal test must respond to v/ords, often failing to
reco^^nize the'in as representing realia v.^hicii tliey real-
ly do Imow the use of, and could place in a larger cate-
gory or concept. Also, students sometimes are able to
place vrords in their pro]p er categories, Imowing nei-
ther the meaning of the v-ord nor the category, ihis
spurious placement is found in dealing with concepts
and generalizations in physical science."
There have been earlier atteiapts to construct
non-verbal testing instrujnents . During ' orld War I,
the Army Beta Test had as a part of a battery the
Healey test, 1 'This test v/as composed of small mov-
able square cards on v/hich were found drawings of
objects. The small cards were supposed j placed
in squares in a large drawing to complete the picture,
Brodjr ^ constructed a test in which pictures of
common objects had to "i-. o,; i.
The Int^ ' Group Mental Test by a E. A.
Dodd is a test made up of series of pictures against
1 Healey, W. "A Pictorial Completion Test", Psycholog -
ical Review, Vol. 21, 1914, pp. 189-S03
2 Erody, Leon. "Comparable Tests of Verbal and ITon-
Verbal Abilities ", Journal of Experimental' Education,
Vol, 31, V.o, 4, April, 1940, p. 304
3 Edds, Jess H. "The Nature of Verbal and Hon-Verbal
Abilities ", Journal of "xperi-.iental Education, Vol. 3,
No. 3, Larch, 1935, p. 225

v/hich another series of pictures i, . iiatched.
It is evident from the above that picture test-
ing is not nev/ and it raa.j be noted that picture tests
have been used as a part of a battery of tests and not
as the sole means of determining a pupil score,
"From another angle it nay be safely said that all
tests of both picture and verbal types will be contam-
inated v/ith the socio-educational background varia-
bility mentioned above. It is the writer's opinion
that no amount of equating of pupils v/ill remove this
factor. The only recourse is to use many extremeljr Ion
and extremely diversified measures of aspects of the
environment, and present objects and situations from
those aspects so that they are in familiar guise. It
would seem that finally a pattern of the subject's
resic/ual awareness could be discovered. This residual
learned ability to recognize objects and situations
would of course have been limited both quantitatively
and qualitatively by the aptitude of the pupil. In-
asmuch as the schools state that one aim. of (science)
education is to provide opportunities for the acquisi-
tion of increments in the a" ' to see the meaning
of things in their natural setting, it is imiDortant
that a direct measure of this ability be discovered.
e P
Such a test should give a pupil an opportunity to exhi-
bit his increments in the abilities mentioned above
with the least interference possible from other fac-
tors, which may be skills and concepts vjhich are con-
sidered desirable by the school, but which nevertheless
may not be indispensable in the good citizen in a democ
racy, living a v/orthy and hap_;y life, '.ihile all of
these advantages are not claimed for the writer's test,
it does not violate any of " iples of this para-
graph . " 1
Description of the test . The test is in a card-
board box which is 3>? X 11 X 15 inches in size, '.lien
the box is opened testee, all the pictiires are
face downward .
.
7
Test box opened.
There are seven cue-pictures and seventy small
pictures (2-3; X 3j inches ) v/hich l lied item-
pictures. A cue-picture is a card (S-j- X 11^ inches)
1 J. G. Read, op. cit • 9 pp. 12-13

on which have been placed, four sraall pictures in such
a fashion that when the cue-picture is laid above the
bins, a sraall picture appears over each bin.
In doing the test, when the first cue-picture
is turned over and placed above t?ae bins, fourteen
item-pictures v/111 be exposed, These are gathered
and placed in the bin vAiich is irnmiediately beneath the
_ . ure that they match best, Vfcen all the item-pic-
tures for the first cue-picture have ' \. a
small blue card is placed in each bin to keep the
items in part one separated from those for the second
cue-picture.
The second cue-picture is placed on top of the
first one and the fourteen small pictures v.hich cor-
respond to cue-picture number two are then placed in
the bins over those of part one. Again blue cards
are used to cover these pictures.
Cue-picture number three is placed on top of
one and two, and the eighteen item-pictures for this
cue-pictu.re are placed in the bins. Tl-^is practice
continues rt.ntil all seven cue-pictu.re s have been
turned over and all seventy item-pictures have been
placed in the bins. The box is closed when the test
is completed.
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Construction of the test . "Each of four economic
areas, (farm, factory, construction, retail store) have
objects associated v/ith them v/hich are peculiar to one
of those areas.
1. Each of four formal scisnces (astronomy, geology,
.
o_cs, chemistry) have objects associated v/ith them
\€iich £1 ""-iar to that science.
2. The uses of electricity luay be divided into four
categories (pov/er, communication, heat and light, ra-
diation as in X-rays) and there are associated objects
peculiar to each category.
3. Four types of molecular activities of fluids
(compressed gases can do work, atmospheric pressure in
conjunction v/ith other lovi/er pressure can do ¥Jork, ex-
panding gaser -\ -orb heat which is Ister radiated as
they are condensed, rapidly-moving fluid streams reduce
pressure at the side of the stream) each of v/hich is
represented by ob;' ' - peculiar to that type.
4. Four elec c ap.lications (transmission and
transfonaation of A. C, production of D, C. by chemi-
cal action, creation of potential diffe: due to
accumulation of static charges, continuous controllable
electron-emission .due to heat and potential difference)
are represented by objects peculiar to each application.

5, Four areas of chemistry (uses of petrolemu pro
ducts, uses of carbon dioxide, fats are one in^^^redient
of soap, fuel in ^aseous form supplies heat) are repre
sented by peculiar objects associated v/ith each area,
6, Four areas in mechanics (cantilever construc-
tion, siriip"^ " armonic motion, incl:/ ' ' planes or screw
threads, one type of lever) have peculi8.r objects asso
ciated vvith each area. The ability to reco^^nize these
concepts as distinctive, and the ability to discrimin-
ate among each of the four sub-div: constitutes
the test." 1
Criteria for choice of materials . "The sub j e c t
-
matter and the form of the test v/here chosen after
many experiments with other devices, most of i.hich
involved the use of ¥/riting instruments or of styli.
The v/riter feels that for pupils in a school sitL_,
the cramped tension which comes with \'.friting is a
possible bar to free association of objects or pic-
tures. There is no objective proof at this time for
such a stand. Hov/ever, the form of the test was
ch_ te any such factor. The test further
I. Ibid., pp. 14-15
t
I
1
I
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allov/s opportunities for- suspended, judgment, for the
revision of choices \7ith0ut even the psychological
penalty of erasure. It furnishes high "game" tif-pe
uLot/r-' -'^'-' i, eliminates completely the language and
reading factors, and eliminates mv'.ch of the oppor-
tunit^i- for giving or obtaining help from others tak-
ing the test."
Administering the picture- test . "The directions
for giving the test are:
Do not open the "box until I tell you to. You are
going to take a science test. There vdll he no
v.^ritten vvork, and there is no time limit on the
test. Take all the time you v/ish.
In the box you will find some pictures arranged on
a blue card like this. (Shov^ sample).
There will also be some separate, loose pictures
like these. (Show samples).
Each one of the separate, loose pictures can be matched
best v/ith f the pictiii-es on the card. Plere are
some practice pictures. (Show that they match with
the four pictures on the card; then show the dairy
farm.
1 Ibid., pp. 15-16

This one inight in any place. (Let them choose,
but show that it can fit in any one of the four places
hut that the best place is with the cow.
Open th :. Pick up card that is near
you. Place it (with the pictures face-up) i.
space above the little boxes, (Demonstrate),
Movi pick up one loose picture. Place it in the little
box under that picture vihich you think j. ^ cches best
Do this v.dth all pictures. Take all the time you wish
(V^hen they ^et near the end of the practice area, )
PI: J, .he blue papers, or. top of each pile of
pictures in the lit'"" ' oxes, when you fl * h the firs
part of the test. Then turn over the next card. Go
right on with the test until the finish. Hemeniber
that there is no time linit on the test.
After the test is conpleted, the record-card is
placed inside the box and the cover closed firml:/.
This automat ' " covers the small boxes or bins,
now filled v.dth pictures, and allows the test to be
transported without disturbing the pupil's placement
of pictures. The test may be scor-'-^d in about four
rinutes, using the follov.'ing method. On the back
of each individual picture there is a code-nuniber.
1I
like this:
I
3
i
6
^ 1
The 3 indicates the sub-test to vjhich th ' '
beloriiis: 305 is the nmaber of the item. There re-
main three dibits, two of them dummies, always either
1, 2, 5, or 4; and one of them, the key digit, either
5, 6, 7, or 8, representing the four bins nujnbered
froii left to righ.t.
In scoring, all the item-pictures are ' i from
the extreme left-hand bin, where they v/ere pla.ced by
the pupil. They are turned over, and sorted. All
those that have a
_5 appearing as one of the last three
digit,, correctly placed, and are put aside. The
remaining pictures of this group are errors , and they
are recorded on the purjil's record under colixtmi I,
vh.ich indicates that they came from the first bin.
Errors are self-checking, for they are recorded and
the nujnber is again noted; then the correct item.s
are searched again to see that no error has been
allov : T-cape. This process is followed for each
of the four boxes or bins, the total errors are added
and the score c • •'lined. The record card is again
3.-.
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checked against a ma ster-list of niim'bers to make :
tiis.t the errors recorded, are errors in the position which
thej occupy. The individual items are now re-sorted,
using the first digit to classify them into the seven
siib-test categories. Each pile is returned to its pro-
per place in the "box, having been tv/ice sorted an.d fin-
ally shuffled. On each card t":. , -ber of the test
box is placed by the pupil. Each evening the box is
checked for co^riple ' 5 to make sure the test has not
lost a picture," ^
De si qE ''his experiment . Read experimented v.dth
pupils in different school systems in both urban and
suburban areas. It If the beleif of the writer that
m.any v " ":les may er " "'.ove situat" " cause
the pupils tested have been exposed to environments,
textbooks, courses of study in. general science, and
methods of instruction which will vary considerably
and hence the scores will vary according to the tyipe
of instruction given,
liead proved that a science talent group was
suxDerior to all others. This v/as probably due to a
greater interest in science on their part and al'-^ ''"e
fact that they were exposed to more scientific data.
T]:e xjvltev f in attempting to validate the test
1 Ibid., pp. 24-27
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further, tried to select a school system in which
:he pupils used in the validation process were
exposed to the same environment, course of study,
textbooks, and methods of instriiction.
Of the several school systems v/hich were inves-
tigated, the Peabody High School of Feabody, laassachu-
setts had s-v^est number of pupils v,ho v/ere in
grade ni__^ .nd v/ere taking general science under
similar circumstances.
A preliminary visit v/as made to the school to
c_^o.iss the testing program with the authorities.
Among the problems discLissed were the number of pupils
in grade nine talcing general science from the same
teacher, the length of the periods, the testing time
for each test, the possibility of pupil fatigue, the
need for maintaining pupil miorale throughoi-it the
testing pe" and a schedule was dra\'7n up for ad-
ministering the tests so that the school program would
not be upset to a gi'.i. oxtent.
All the tests v/ere adjnzlnistered by the v.Titer,
excepting the science achievement test which was
administered by the classroom teacher but corrected
by the v/riter. The tests v/ere given near the end of
the school year so that the differences shovm by the
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various tests could "be better compa-red.
The tests were given to 143 out of a possible
152 members of the five dividiso :" - general science
classes of one teacher. Of the above nuiriber, 85
were boys and 58 were girls and all caine from the
saine corntiiunity.
This study sought the relationships among the
scores on the non-verbal picture test and the fol-
lowing:
a. Intelligence quotient.
b. Science achievement test scores.
c. Interest rence records.
d. Teacher's marks.
Th"; test scores were also investigated to detery,iine:
a. Closeness to the distribution of test scores
to the norm.al curve.
b. Comparison of the mean and the median,
c. Standard devie.tions.
r
CHAPTSii II
FINDINGS
The i: _ sed in this study were given in the
ninth-^^ ,_;eneral- science classes ox the Peabody
High Schoc'' . i c'-ody, Massachusetts, The rooms in
which tl J v/ere given v/ere satisf actorji^. All
the tests were adjninistered by the v/riter with the
exception of the genex^al-science achieveraent test
:he Teman intelligence test. The general
science achievement test was administered "by the
classroom teacher and the intelligence quo' '3
v/ere taken from the office record cs.roy. The in-
telligence quotients used v/ere less than two years old.
There were eighty-five "boys and fifty- eight
girls tested and all the pupils had the same course
of study under one teacher anc' ^ ' •Ame textbook.
18
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Table I
Read Picture Test Raw Scores of 145 V. inth-Grade Pupils
in a Frequency Distribution
Scores Frequency Frequenc^r Frequency
Bo3^3 " Girls Boys Girls
57 1 1
56 1 1
55 1 1
54 1 1
55 1 1 o
52 2 2 4
51 1 1
50 4 2 6
49 4 2 6
48 6 2 8
47 5 2 5
46 4 8 12
45 8 5 11
44 5 3 6
45 8 5 15
42 10 4 14
41 4 4 8
40 5 1 4
59 2 2 4
53 6 7 15
57 2 4 6
56 1 1
55 6 1 7
54 1 1 2
55 2 2
52 1 1
51 0
50 0
29 1 1
28 2
58
2
N = 85 145

i20
3S-
J2r
3^
ils
I ir
I >—
1 f^'f'Li
V
<o6
I I-
I
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Measures of Central Tendency
Tne results of the Read Mon-Verbal Picture Test
were not distributed in accordance with the curve of
normal distribution. The percentage of cases in the
various groups v/ere not the same as those called for
in an ideal situation as shown below:
Group I lio 2.Q%
" II 24% 22, 4fo
" III 38% 47.6%
" IV 24% 24.4%
" V 7% 2.8%
According to these facts, far nore scores occu.
in the middle group than v/ould be expected in a normal
curve. Groups II and IV were approximately normal but
groups I and V fewer cases than would be expected.
The arithmetic for test was 43.06 which in
itself signifies little. Readl found th.e gr vvhich
he tested had an arithiaetic mean of 25.36 for 271 cases
but it must be re - ~ - ^^'d that T-^ " ' ' - ted twelve
items from the test when he interpreted hi .ts.
The median for the group- t':,^- _j- by the writer was
43.2 which was approximately the same as the mean.

The mode was 42, This appears to add evidence
to what a good distribution shoiilc ,s the mean, the
median, and the mode were approximately the same. Plow-
ever this was not the case.
The range for the test was 29 which prove o
the test showed evidence of discrimination sjaong the
.
students measured. This range showed a small anonnt
of scattering from the mea.: " central tendency
wh^ ^ j-pproxiiiiated 43.
Measures of Variability for the Head Test
The greatest possible .range on the picture test
was from 0 to 70. fee range on the group tested \¥as
from 28 to 57 or 29.
If comparisons v/ere made between Read's original
study and this one, it would be found that the possi-
ble range ciff ecause Read rer:^' ' items
when his data. He lat some items
were not discriminatory but these items v/ere not re-
moved from the test v/hen it was given by either party.
It was suggests, la^ they be eliminated from the
correct pile for an adjv-'--' scoring. However, if
they were placed in with the incorrect scores by the
testee, then the, ^ -3 counted as such.

The writer used all the items in scoring the
test results in the belief that no particular harra
could be done and furthermore, if a testee should
place an item in the correct bin he should receive
credit especially when credit was taken from his
score if it was placed in an incorrect bin. It
seems as though credit was not given if they were
correct and credit was taken away if they were in-
correct.
The items in question were Nos. 214, 215, 218,
508, 509, 510, 512, 515, 516, 518, 520, and 522.
For the convenience of the reader, al list of the
items will be found in the appendix.

Table II
Grouped Data oi tne sie ad Picture Test Rav. Scores 01
Ninth-Grade Pupils in a Frequence'- Dis tribution.
C. I. f d fd fdS
55-57 3 4 12 48
52-54 7 3 21 63
49-51 13 2 26 52
45-4^ 25 1 25 25
43-45 30^ 0 0 0
p 26 -1 -26 26
37-39 25 -2 -46 92
54-36 10 -3 -30 90
51-33 3 -4 -12 48
28-30
N =
3
143
-5
^fd =
-15
-45 d2 «
'
75
519
C. I. = class interval; f = frequency; d = deviation
The G^uartile deviations v/ere found to be 47.97
for Qi and 39.08 for Q3.
The standard deviation for the group tested v/as
found by »the use of the following equation:
o~ = s y
"
whe <f- ( Sigma) is the standard deviation, "s" is
the class interval, "zfd-" is the sim of the fd^
column in Table II, "N" is the nujuber of cases, and
"c2" is the' correction in te f the score units.

Correlations .
It maj be v/ell to remind the reader of the per-
centage of forecasting efficiency accruing for speci-
fic values of "r",
CoBf« of Correlation Percentage of forecasting efficiency
1.00 100 very high - treat with
.99 86 confidence
.98 80
.95 69
.90 56 marked relationship
.86 50 considerable prognostic
.80 40 power
.75 34
.70 29
.65 24 some relationship but very
.60 20 limited use for prognostic
.50 15 purposes.
.40 8
.30 5 onl^r slight relationship
.20 2 no prognostic value for
.10 12 practical purposes.
Vi/henever possible the results of Read's - -"i-
ment were compared to the results drav/n from this study.
The Read experiment . ... _ eloped v/ith 271 xoupils
from grades 8 through 12 in twelve different schools
in seven different communities with different courses
of study while this experiment v/as worked out with 143
pupils in grade 9 having the same course of study under
the S3j(ie instructor in one coi:amunity. The v/r , as
stated before, wished to have the environments of all
the testees as nearl " ke as possible.
.I I-
The mean intelligence quotient was 108.98 for the
Head experiment and 110,7 (Terman) for this study.
Both the Head study and. this one used, the same
general science achievement test. The mean for the
Head, study for science achievement test scores v/as
49.32 1 while it v;as 54.65 for this study.
Several tables of scores were listed and correla-
tions were found. The C'- ' ' ^^.s were found by use o
the Kvaraceus Product-Moment ' lation Chart.
(
Table III
Rav/ Scores on the Read Non-Verbal Picture Test and .th'
PUDil Percentiles on t]ie C Q T nc G
Test, Forn P. (S.A.
)
Arran^ed from the highest to the
lowest scores on the Read test.
Read S.A. lead Read S.A.
57 69 46 33 41 73
55 87 46 14 41 57
55 76 45 97 41 23
54 53 45 89 41 8
53 91 45 89 41 7
52 26 45 82 41 92
52 89 45 - 65 40 57
52 85 45 49 40 26
52 37 45 41 40 85
51 20 45 37 39 61
50 89 45 33 39 23
.50 89 45 33 39 1
50 87 45 30 39 1
50 79 45 14 38
,
73
50 73 44 61 38 65
50 61 44 49 38 65
49 94 44 5 38 65
49 85 44 3 38 65
49 73 43 94 38 53
49 49 43 87 38 26
49 31 43 95 38 23
43 95 43 97 38 12
48 91 43 85 38 10
48 82 43 82 38 10
48 • 76 43 79 38 3
43 75 45 65 37 73
48 57 43 62 37 49
48 45 43 30 37 33
48 7 43 14 37 30
47 92 1 37 26
47 89 94. 37 3
47 49 42 85 36 92
47 37 42 87 35 65
47 2 42 65 35 57
46 96 42 65 35 3794 42 57 35 37
y4 42 53 35 23
46 89 42 45 34 61
46 82 41 34 12
46 79 29 33 92
46 79 42 20 33 73
46 76 42 9 32 29
46 57 42 7 29 65
46 49 42 3 28 23
50 9 41 92 28 20

28
The correlation 'betv/een the rav/ sc:^ , - ..^ . „
Read Non-Verbal Picture Test and the pupil percentiles
on the Cooperative General Science Test, Form P, was
found to he 0,294. This correlation shov.'ed only a
slight relationship between the two tests. If the
science achievement test v\ras accepted as a good cri-
terion, then the Read test measured the sane thing
to a small degree.
<5
Table IV
The Temian I
.
the Pupil Percentiles1 on the Coop'
L JL V (c; r> "T o ii o oO OX ilO " st. Form F (S.A, )
,
and 'r'Vy « T-? TWbiiC il.cX\V
L/ u J. i 1.0 a. Li. 1, vex U ct J, Picture Test, A -p T* ?1 11 O' i=> ri
f-ll p V| T 'i Vl X U « » c o Cj T >;
"
P' s H T 0X • 'c^ , S A T? par]
ftp AR x±o OO A O
RP AP lio 87 OO
P,Q RP 117 91 53
J- O QP A7 117 61 34
J. CJ/C QP OO 117 30 A rr45
GO 116 73 50
xou 1 D 116 76 46
Q O Ob T T >I114 65 43
OO KO 114 43
1 QQ G R A Q 114 61 39
1 OQ •^QOO llo 49 37
1 QG
'iX AR 112 53 54
XoO ^"7O f Af^ 112 57 41
y ( A-R 112 57 40
OO 4fcO 112 7 41
y o AX 11^ 49 47
PQoy OU T T T oU 43
QA AO T T TXXX x4 46
y t; Aft T T 1XXX 32
1 PAJ. <o^ 7Q Aft xxu o / OO
1 P"^ R7
^rO XXU oc. An4 /
Tinxxu OO oy
1 PnJ. o AQ Aft Tinxxu ft RDO OO
1 PP 4-1^x AP xxu QQoy y\ A
T PI R7 O^r Tinxxu 4y
1 PIJ. J. AG AQ Tinxxu QOo<d A O4o
1 PI AR ±xu or?O / OO
X <iX '^X RO ±uy T /I14 A "Z4o
1 PI RQ AR xuy OO
T pn RO Aft 109 30 • o7
1 onXioU R7 AQ 109 65 35
1 PD 7Q Aft 109 62 yi "z4o
120 65 38 108 33 45
120 53 38 108 94 43
120 65 29 108 96 46
119 45 48 108 20 42
119 45 42 108 79 43
119 89 47 107 37 52

I.Q. S.A. Read I.Q. S.A. Read
107 73 49 99 26 40
107 33 45 98 37 35
106 9 42 97 23 28
106 49 44 97 91 48
105 26 38 97 22 41
105 79 50 97 20 52
105 26 37 97 89 51
104 89 46 97 76 48
104 —
—
40 96 3 42
104 31 49 95 23 35
103 65 38 95 65 38
102 69 57 95 3 58
102 7 42 93 3 37
102 33 46 93 8 41
102 10 38 92 37 47
102 12 34 92 35 37
102 57 41 91 97 43
101 73 35 91 73 41
lol 7 48 89 1 43
101 85 49 86 1 39
101 73 37 86 9 50
101 94 46 85 87 42
101 65 45 84 23 39
101 26 53 S3 12 38
100 3 44 82 53 42
100 20 28 81 57 42
99 49 45 80 61 44
80 94 49
The correl etv/een the Terman intelligence
quotient and Read test v/as 0.143, Tliis correlation
showed that the Read test is not an Intelligence test.
The correlation between the Terj.[ian intelligence
ent and the science achievement test was 0.420,
This correlation showed that the science achievement
test is i\'o_ _ an intellii,ence test than the Read
II
The quartile deviations for the Teman intelli-
gence quotient of the group tested were 119."^^ '"-r
and 101.19 for Q3. The mean intelligence quo-
tient was 110.7, This mean seemed to be unusually
high ge for all the general science pupils
in a school system. The intelligence tests v/ere
given during the previous school ^rear.

Table V
Teacher ' s Marks in General Science, the Pu^oil Pe rcen'
on the Gooioerative General Science Test, Form P (S.A
and the Raw Scores on the Read Non-Verbal Picture Te
Arranged, from the higl:j.est to the lowest teach; s raa:
T.II. S.A. Read T.M, Read
97 97 43 85 57 41
97 92 47 85
'
31 4Q
97 92 41 84 94 43
97 85 52 91 4.R
96 95 48 R4 RQ
96 92 33 7.S Rn
96 89 47 oo
96 85 43 4.Q AA
95 96 46 9,7) 8P r±o
95 94 46 R3 f o OO
95 89 50 R3 4Q17 ^7O f
95 89 44 R3 4Q Oc,
95 41 45 9.9 7Q ou
94 82 43 RP 76 4.R
94 57 35 8P 65
92 91 53 82 35
92 89 52 81 69 57
91 76 46 81 65
90 92 36 80 79 •^6
90 89 51 76 55
90 87 56 65 42
90 87 42 80 61 39
90 65 38 49 5?
90 49 49 20 47
89 73 41 80 14 43
88 95 43 79 79 43
88 65 42 79 30 45
88 57 41 78 92 40
88 26 53 78 85 42
88 20 28 78 82 45
87 94 42 78 65 4-3
87 87 50 78 53 38
87 30 37 78 49 46
86 89 45 77 57 34
86 87 43 77 26 38
82 48 10 38
49 77 43
85 79 46 76 97 45
85 65 38 76 73 49
85 61 44 76 61 50

T.M. Read. T.M, S.A, Read
lo 51 34 70 9 50
YD 57 45 70 8 41
YD 45 42 69 73 37
flcYO 3o 46 69 37 52
(t> 65 45 69 29 42
n ci(D 52 43 68 76 48
to 57 42 68 23 38
75 53 54 14 45
(O 53 42 9 42
Y O 37 45 68 7 41
23 41 68 5 44
14 46 67 49 A FT45
o 38 67 33 45
94 46 67 20 42
65 35 67 10 '2' O38
/ 4 26 37 67 2 47
1 O 57 48 66 12 ^8
7o 37 47 65 65 38
lo 23 39 65 57 40
72 45 48 65 23 55
72 37 35 65 7 48
72 26 40 65 7 42
72 3 42 65 3 44
72 mm tm 38 55 1 43
72 35 65 mm mm 40
71 85 49 60 12 34
71 1 39 60 41
70 85 39 56 94 49
70 41 42 52 3 37
33 45 39 44
r/ 33 37 30 23 28
70 30 43
The correlation between the teacher' s marks in
general science and the pupil percentiles on the
Coopc ..ve General Science Test, Form P, was 0.519.
This correlation showed some relationship betvireen the
the t e aCher's marks and the achievement test results.

The correlation between the teacher' .rks in
general science and the raw scores on the Read test
vi/as 0,217. Tliis correlation showed only a slight
relationship hetY/een the teacher's marks and the
Read test. If the teacher's marks were consi
good criterion, then the Cooperative test measured
the same thing more so than the Read test.

Table VI
The Interest in the Science Field as shown hj the Kuder
Ppeference Kecord, Form EE, the
—
.
—
Pupil Percentiles on
the Cooperative General Science Test, Form P, (S.A. ),
and the 'J.8.YJ Scores on the Read ITon-Verbal Picture Test,
Arran^od frorii the pupil v/ith the greatest interest to
±X. \^ 9 S.A. Read K-3c
.
S.A. Read
07 4.7, RP PA
QQ 4.4. RP 00
RD /1
4
RQ 4.7 Rn ou 0 /
QR RP Rnou Q4
I? o RQ 4.4. •70 00 AO
Q4- QISI/O J C R>7 P.
57 rr
"7 Q ou P170 ^ 4o
Q4- P.Q 0 f ^"7
J. 0^ RQ
7 4.P
1 iC 00 Oft
QP ^^7 4.R •70 1 4 ^0
QQ QB "71 PD
.oU 4P
Ql 70( u P6 40rrU
91 89 50 AO 44
37 4-5 6Qu c •^0 ^P
90 65 38 6R 57 4P
90 35
89 89 56 65 40
89 91 53 64 65vJ kJ PQ
89 73 33 64 30 45
88 94 46 64 73 37
88 33 37 63 89 51
87 QP 47 63 "^7
87 92 33 61 65 43
87 92 36 61 43
37 49 61 73 41
85 87 42 60 79 46
84 14 45 58 85 49
83 82 43 57 23 41
83 73 49 56 92 41
8P 53 42 54 29 32
8S 95 48 54 23 38
82 94 42 53 94 49
82 39 45 52 79 43
82 89 46 52 26 38
82 10 38 51 73 38

K-Sc. 3 Read K-3c. 3. A. Read
50 41 34 76 46
50 49 49 34 20 28
50 65 42 33 37 52
50 73 50 33 7 48
50 57 41 30 65 38
50 65 42 30 3 38
50 23 35 28 9 50
49 10 38 27 41 45
48 57 40 27 57 41
46 61 39 25 45 42
45 62 43 24 24 39
45 26 37 23 65 35
45 — 41 21 45 48
45 61 50 21 7 41
44 49 47 21 31 49
44 14 43 19 76 48
43 65 38 19 97 45
43 — 35 15 — 38
43 1 39 15 76 48
40 85 43 15 87 50
40 9 42 13 49 46
40 33 46 12 94 46
40 92 40 12 12 34
39 85 39 12 3 42
39 49 45 12 1 43
36 53 33 10 82 45
36 49 37 10 76 55
36 3 44 7 23 28
36 65 38 6 8 41
36 37 47 A 48
36 61 44 3 33 45
35 82 46
35 37 35 1 2 47
34 79 46 1 o c 45
The correlations betv/een the pupil interest in the
science field £ Dm by the Kv. oe Record.
Form BB, and
a. Science achievem?nt test 0,3565
b. Read test 0,126
c. Teacher's marks 0.392
I1 (
The results of these
science interest does not
the success of a pupil in
correlations proved that
determine to a large degree
the study of general science.
'1
.
•
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Table VIII
Pupils, the Ternan I, Q.^s, the Ra v.^ Scores on the ?.ead
I'lon-Verbal Picture Test, the Piroil Percentiles on the
Cooperative G-eneral Science Test, Forri P (3.A.), the
Teacher's Liarks, the Pupil Percentiles for Their Interest
Areas as shown "by the Kuder Preference Record, Form BB.
This is a ^eneral table.
T5
r • 0 (A* i • iU , T/"-.1il~l TT— 0A <C IT-
A
i^. 0 l\. 1 iV 0 Tf-O
± y o ^8 75 43 25 30 4 18 15 27 31 46
o 4o 14 d8 30 48 84 10 57 35 7 79 19
'ZO or?y / 41 2o 75 38 31 57 42 13 15 62 31 63
A4 lUl 45 65 75
o 101 46 74 78 11 88 27 68 55 24 45 19
(2O 41 60 27 35 46 53 83 59 73 60 40
(
IOClOo 50 79 82 85 23 94 2 60 35 38 44 68
od 116 50 73 84 39 35 50 57 85 65 47 25 52
y 85 42 87 90 75 41 85 33 81 1 27 20 50
10 114 43 77 34 49 61 53 68 18 77 46 63
11 110 38 65 82 10 91 90 53 53 53 33 16 73
n oLd 120 48 57 73 96 49 92 62 62 10 27 41 40
lo TOT121 45 37 75 35 38 90 56 63 35 33 41 79
14 123 87 86 87 80 73 16 8 1 37 31 19
lo OD 50 "6 34 4 28 46 77 SO 83 41 76
lo lUo 4o 5 84 78 92 17 70 18 38 33 78
X / 124 /1
0
94 87 91 SO 82 6 60 49 5 33 59
T Q 10 y 0 74 27 56 23 49 83 55 49
ly 14ii - 0 78 18 73 10 9 1 88 73 40
x;U 00 (0 80 14 25 10 60 99 25 98 5 91
<£l 110 oy 80 70 59 25 AO 79 35 27 Z)'o 46
lU I 40 70 30 81 6 43 73 63
^-0 rJ 1 0 0id A Q4o 20 80 28 60 41 DO
24 80 44 61 85 24 22 36 11 65 58 18 43 94
25 129 48 95 96 38 52 82 68 26 44 66 7 59
26 114 43 65 73 45 49 61 18 79 30 54 25
27 113 56 87 90 55 41 89 8 44 63 24 10 46
28 121 49 49 44 78 50 9 29 18 27 55 37
29 108 43 94 79 19 80 30 70 25 27 41 19
30 101 37 73 69 14 58 64 30 62 58 85 55 30
51 125 50 89 95 21 91 91 18 14 89 52 29 95
32 117 34 61 76 49 89 93 8 60 75 1 33 65
33 110 47 2 67 22 45 1 85 GO 14 19 45 78
34 101 49 85 71 13 31 58 62 16 47 48 57 92
35 86 39 1 71 21 53 43 40 24 00 81 31 76
{,
1
r
39
P. R. 3, A. rp M K-1 K-2 K"5 K-4 K-5 K-6 K-7 K-3 K-9
36 100 28 20 22 49 54 47 92 52 39 46 30
37 109 37 30 28 94 80 35 56 65 48 50 72
38 38 10 67 31 14 49 40 29 50 99 1'
39 97 48 r 1 84 62 85 92 21 75 65 11 6 b
40 111 43 70 58 11 65 74 18 22 55 52 65
41 1^1 43 7 o5 52 28 55 24 64 2 95 59 63
42 80 49 94 56 47 16 55 40 77 50 59 6P 5
43 119 42 45 76 70 48 25 AA 74 20 88 1:_
44 40 92 78 42 41 56 50 88 28 75
45 122 42 41 70 24 15 50 24 99 6 60 47 40
46 105 33 ^6 77 44 56 52 44 56 30 60 24 49
47 99 45 7 26 57 59 59 58 58 55 8 86
48 82 42 be 75 56 55 82 61 74 50 58 12 59
49 119 48 45 72 34 70 21 19 86 63 11 65 89
50 95 38 65 65 38 60 56 39 79 24 55 55 65
51 107 49 73 76 66 67 85 38 68 1 87 59 40
52 100 44 3 65 16 60 36 42 65 75 78 55 63
53 89 43 1 65 47 51 12 48 58 52 52 41 50
54 107 52 37 69 7 31 55 27 92 75 95 45 58
55 118 42 65 30 4 29 50 49 77 46 75 48 84
56 132 33 92 96 10 99 87 70 25 49 48 45 90
57 42 29 69 22 48 4 53 75 41 55 55 82
58 117 53 91 92 78 60 39 34 85 55 5 45 46
59 101 33 73 33 66 49 89 48 69 22 18 24 89
60 33 72 50 35 15 14 55 67 97 55 72
61 92 47 37 73 89 41 56 45 65 74 55 19 47
62 44 39 39 49 69 30 77 67 70 10 63
63 126 7 76 93 4 19 49 96 50 18 13 54
64 129 c;5 97 52 70 89 1 62 82 24 45 28
65 104 40 65 34 12 65 30 54 65 98 39 13
66 133 47 92 97 10 98 37 61 IS 75 51 57 65
67 104 46 89 84 49 35 82 11 17
-
-"5 42 20 68
68 112 41 57 88 45 47 50 58 p, 31 6 90
69 109 35 82 59 14 90 49 60 13 47 52 70
70 102 42 7 65 60 29 95 24 60 10 61 57 17
71 95 35 23 65 73 41 •50 55 65 50 11 49 21
72 125 43 95 88 25 56 94 12 5 55 5 45 5
73 120 46 32 83 35 40 55 45 92 45 42 10 46
74 102 57 69 81 45 25 94 5 60 55 52 91 57
75 130 48 76 82 75 87 19 59 33 20 13 14 92
76 91 43 97 97 52 17 99 23 56 90 27 10 57
77 35 72 48 38 43 77 20 41 72 61 40
78 81 4P 57 75 30 59 68 64 4 47 48 55 88
79 121 34 57 77 72 55 73 21 95 14 58 27 55
80 91 41 73 89 62 55 61 ;24 70 11 79 13 70

_"1
.
-3 K"4 K-5 K-5 K-7 K-8 Iv-9
81 110 35 37 72 35 29 35 59 75 75 18 19 76
82 97 28 23 30 9 2 7 1 87 15 38 1 1
83 106 42 9 58 18 14 40 55 92 55 90 58 65
84 108 45 33 57 30 49 3 34 95 59 7 31 81
85 112 54 53 75 17 57 72 35 30 94 72 41 65
86 120 29 65 81 70 32 54 39 55 24 25 34 56
87 93 41 8 70 24 35 5 89 42 26 85 41 63
88 116 46 76 91 6 49 34 39 75 4 c 81 11 89
39 129 45 41 95 1 92 27 12 50 48 91 23 93
90 84 59 23 73 61 29 24 44 84 24 99 5 58
91 111 32 29 83 •p 42 54 28 74 36 85 41 55
92 105 37 26 74 18 22 46 65 29 5'- 91 59 60
93 42 85 73 4 49 79 5 45 84 56 39 23
94 120 38 53 78 40 75 35 55 39 46 91 10 89
95 38 23 58 27 31 54 52 70 89 77 24 31
96 109 43 14 80 22 55 44 45 11 35 96 24 48
97 42 65 88 51 74 50 21 59 65 71 14 78
98 1C2 41 57 85 24 42 27 58 60 55 87 54 41
99 139 32 89 92 46 87 72 25 70 55 11 51 65
100 97 48 75 68 75 35 15 80 68 45 87 19 69
101 120 38 65 85 12 78 30 19 54 85 99 21 80
102 111 43 14 75 42 49 72 10 62 52 60 93 89
103 98 35 37 94 16 60 82 7 18 51 91 43 62
104 130 36 92 84 54 lb 87 26 11 79 65 62 16
105 129 38 73 90 42 22 51 56 50 57 55 36 43
105 99 40 26 72 10 57 70 35 81 7 15 69 70
107 140 43 82 94 77 39 83 2 18 15 94 62 20
108 119 47 89 96 41 35 98 11 78 11 50 14 17
109 113 37 49 83 11 87 36 19 76 22 99 IS 85
110 121 45 89 86 44 28 82 17 60 1 85 60 15
111 124 45 79 80 14 28 34- 82 54 76 84 24 50
112 110 50 87 87 24 74 15 85 50 44 72 24 82
113 123 45 49 78 6 57 13 41 68 50 97 19 SO
114 106 44 49 84 76 50 99 35 65 1 9 55 41
115 92 37 33 70 98 32 oo 41 56 13 25 36 25
116 117 45 30 79 18 45 54 25 45 82 50 58 48
117 83 38 12 56 1 15 1 1 15 17 1 21
118 108 43 79 79 8 50 52 77 5 59 29 31 55
119 109 43 62 75 72 31 45 27 55 21 95 11 18
120 101 55 25 88 75 31 82 84 99 78 71 84 66
121 112 47 49 80 58 32 44 38 70 36 60 4 18
122 110 48 82 86 91 8 98 40 36 52 11 27 11
123 123 44 5 68 37 45 80 45 44 22 55 30 51
124 102 34 12 60 14 23 12 18 85 70 90 45 64
125 96 42 3 72 20 20 12 44 17 17 40 5 17

P. I.e. R. S - A. F-1 Tr-2 K-3 K-4 K-5 K-6 K-7 K-8 K-
126 93 37 3 BP 77 1 7 63 74 51 56 56 S3 45
127 1^1mlm P>/ J- 50 fil 76 54 "1 45 50 50 63 60 22 5
128 120 46 79 85 PO 64 60 38 88 4 93 22 48
129 132
-I- w A-/ 41^J. 9? 97 J. -L. 56 84 59 91 81 22 20
150 114 39 61 80 54 2P 46 48 70 73 65 10 23
131 110-i- JL. v> 49 86 J- «_/ 60 87 58 46 75 55 30 37
152 U.^ *^ 41 7 68 P7 45 PI 89 68 24 61 53 92
153 103 38 65 90 35 43 75 51 57 9b ^3 75
134"X 110 44 89 1 4- 1 n Q5 45Tit-/ 74 15 24 74
1 OR 67 4-4- 71 74- 79 53 26 23
1 36 1 ?A Q4- 07 1 P 45 7P 48 90 50 27
1 37 1 0^ 4-Q 31 A PR PI Q1 ?5 93 45 72 27
-L 1 99,J. (CO 7^ o± 4.1 7R Qnc?o T-L 53 72 93 37
159 97 51 89 90 7 64 63 67 56 44 13 88 35
140 126 43 85 96 1 17 40 30 20 88 1 81 41
141 97 52 50 80 73 67 69 55 26 3 4C' 9P 55
142 102 58 10 77 24 71 82 10 6 78 99 61 50
143 102 46 33 76 65 35 40 33 64 26 74 49 60
Key: "P. " pupil; erman I.C) • " Read Kon- Verba.;
Picture Test; "3. A.*' Cooperative General Science Test,
Forra P; "T.M," teacher's marks; "K-1" Kuder Preference
Record, Form BB, Liechanical ; "K-2" Kuder, Computational;
"K-3'' Iluder, Scientific; "E-4" Kuder, Persuasive; "]:-5''
Kuder, Artistic; "e:-6" Kuder, Literary; "K-7'' Y:
Musical; "K-8" Kuder, Social Service; "K-9" Kuder,
Clerical.
\ I

The follov/ing additional correlations were found
between the Read test and the other interest areas:
iViG oiid.rix c y. j_
oonipii uaiji onaj. U • UJ.± (
rer suasi ve U • UUC5l±
ATbl S ulC u • uu4t / y
Literary 0.0596
Musical -0.0882
Social Service 0.153
Clerical -0.00811
These correlations showed that the Read test
does not measure the same thing as that which was
measured "by the various areas of the Kuder Preference
Record, Form BB.
•9
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS
interpretation of Measures of Central Tendency and
Variability .
The evidence showed that the distribution of
scores was not normal. It v/as unusual in that the
mean, the median, and the mode were approximately
the same as is usually found in a good distribution
btit according to the scatter of scores, there was a very
large mAddle group. This mz.^ . .^e to the fact that
some of the test items were non-discriminatory v.hich
resulted in a rather short range on the test.
Hypothetical Conclusions and Their Implications .
Null hypotheses,
1. The scores of this test are not significantly
related to the amount of achievement in science in a
group as measured by one standard test in science
achievement.
The correlation between the raw scores on the
Read Non-Verbal Picture Test and the pupil percentiles
on the Cooperative General Science Test, Form P, was
0,294. This showed onl3'' a slight relationship between
the two tests. On the basis of this evidence, the
Read test perhaps does measure science achievement but
only to a small de.vree.
43

Read found that the correlation hetv/een these
same two factors was 0.533 v/hich was considerably
higher and showed that there was some relationship
"between the tests.
2, The scores on this test are not related to
scores obtained on a standard intelligence tost.
This e:^qpsriment found a c^ """^tion between
the Terman intelligence q.uotient and the Read test
of 0.143 which shows very little relationship. This
hypothesis is true on the basis of thJLs evidence.
Read 2 found the correlation between the Cali-
fornia Test of Ivlental iiaturity and his test to be
0.392.
Since both of these correlations are lov', the
e:;periments shov/ed that the Head test is not an
intellit test.
The correlation between the Terinan intelli^
ciuotio'^'^ nd the science achiev—^ t test was 0.420
which was higher than the corr ' '>n between the
Terman intelligence quotient and the Read test
which proved that it was more of an intelligence
test than the Read test.
1 Ibid., p. 53
2 Ibid., p. 48

3. The scores on this test are not related to
teacher's marks.
The correlation between the teacher's marks and
the Read test was 0.217 which indicated that they
measured something similar.
The correlation between teacher's marks
science achievement was 0,619 which indicate- -oout
21^ of efficiency for prognostic pui'poses. Even though
this correlation v/as much higher than the previous one,
it was relatively low for this type of relationship
although it must be remembered that teacher's marks
are usually quite subjective.
The Read test appeared to have something in
common v/ith teacher's marks but not as much as the
science achievement test.
4, The scores on this test are not related to
the sex of the pupil.
The of 58 girls was 41,86 and of 85 ...^ j
was 40,91 v/hich showed no real difference between
boy's and girl's groups.
Read found that 126 girls had a mean of 23,77
anc ^ 133 boys had a mean of 26.74 Here again,
no real difference v/as demonstrated between the two
groups.
1 Ibid., p. 49
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5. The scores on this test are not related to
the results of the interest records.
This part of the experiment dealt with the cor-
relations between the Read test and the nine interest
areas in the Kuder Preference Record, Pomi BB. The
percentile scores were used throughc ' ; experi-
ment •
The scores on the preference record vvhich were
above the 75th percentile could be i,: ith ^reater
confidence that those below. If there v/as but one high
score, it showed much greater interest in that field
than in any of the others. If there were two or more
high scores, it shows interest in as many different
fields as there were high scores. If there were no
scores above the 75t' oentile, then the scores
which were highest were used but with less confidence.
If the scores were rather evenly divided then there
probably would be no well-developed inte:- or,
the blank was filled out carelessly, or, the i'^'s
preferences are evenly divided, ^
The correlations betwee. . pupil .l , in
the science area as shown by the Kuder Preference
Record, Form BB, and the Head test was 0.126, with
1 Kuder, G, Frederic. Revised ?!anual for the Kuder
Preference Reg) rd
.
Science Research Associates, Chicago,
Illinois, 1946, p. 4
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the science achievement test it was 0,35.'. nd v/ith
the teacher's marks, it \vas 0.392.
The correlation between the Read test £i.nd the
science area in the Kuder Preference Record was low
but the other two correlations vj-ere markedly higher.
This probably showed that it takes more than interest
to do v;ell in a paper and pencil test in science and
also over the course of a year's \iork in general
science than it does to do v/ell on a picture test
in the same area. This new type of testing probably
interested most of the pupils.
Read 1 found a small but steady increase in the means
of the scores in grades 8 through 11 and a slight loss
in grade 12 which he claimed was probably due to sam-
pling.
The correlations found between the Read test and
the various areas of interest as shov/n by the leader
Preference Record v;ere neither definitely positive
or negative which shov/ed that none of the interest
areas were the same as the Read test and neither were
they measuring the opposite.
1 Ibid., p. 57
• > •
•
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Sutmnary of conclusions
.
The results of this experiment proved that the
Read test was more of a general science test than
any other type but the evidence supporting this
stand was limited.
It probably has value as a part of a battery
of tests but in its present form, the evidence was
definitely not strong enough to warrant its sole
use as a testing instrument.
If the test was lengthened, it would increase
its reliability and then, perhaps, becom^e a useful
testing instrmient. The challenging nature of the
test v/as probably responsible for the low correla-
tion between the Read test and science interest as
shoxm by the preference record, A person may know
some scientific principles and. yet be more inter-
ested in other areas but its game-liked nature pro-
babl3^ interested them temjjorarily
,
Limitations of this study .
This study by it 'ure used a very small
number of cases v/hich probably accounted for its
failure to find results which closely approximated
those of Read.
r\
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The pupils v/ere subjected to tests for a two
week period and perhaps some of them became indif-
ferent and hence did not do their best.
The criterion used was accepted, as valid.
Some of this criterion v/as, perhaps, not too
valid in itself.
Need for further research .
1, A test of this nature has definite possibilities.
The test-items which were found to be non-discriminatory
could be discarded and more could be added to lengthen
the test,
2, The items which show the greatest discriiTiina-
tory values could be assembled and used as part of a
battery of tests, .
3, The test could be given at the beginning and
at the end of a school year to determine v/hether or
not it shov/ed any pupil improvement.
c
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Item Niirabers and. Descriptions
1C5 blanket loora 313 deep-well drilling
106 wheel cultivator 314 stop v/atch
107 pouring concrete 315 telescope
108 metal lathe 316 beakers
109 bench v;orker 317 roll;- '^^n
110 silo 318 long:' nes
111 gasoline shovel 319 air-view of glacier
112 milking machine 320 sextant
113 grocery scales 321 fossil
114 egg scale 322 meteors
115 mason's troY/el
116 escalator 401 fountain pen
117 girders 402 air-drill
118 cash register 403 evaporator on ice-plant
404 airplane
205 man being X-rayed. 405 GO 2 extinguisher
206 electric flatiron 406 plumber's force cup
207 loudspeaker
208 X'-ray machine 601 arc-light
209 elevator 502 electric meters
210 electric soldering--iron 503 lightning rod
211 radio broadcasting antenna 504 automobile headlight
212 telephone linemaji 505 battery hydrometer
213 automobile starter--pedal 506 transformer
214 e:>cposure meter
215 door bells 601 gasometer
216 electric fan 602 soda fountain
217 telephone switchboard 503 yeast cakes
218 vacuum cleaner 604 soap bubbles ±n pan
605 •IT IOil heater
305 oil refinery 606 oil on gun
306 voltmeter
307 dinosaur 701 hand opening door
3G8 burettes 702 screw-top jar
309 oscilloscope 703 spring and weight
510 calipers and tape 704 child in svd.ng
311 sea-beach 705 arm holding weight
312 chemical balance 706 bench vise
I
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